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Address Nanguang Glass Limited Company 
Cangzhou City 
Hebei Province

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Nanguang Glass Limited Company is an enterprise that specializes in deep process of glass, possess its own right to import and export. The company
is located in Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, China, and having a convenient traffic condition and a beautiful environment. The company has a first-
degree production line and a mass of advanced production equipment from China and abroad. We also have a team that is faithful in union and
honesty, good at techniques and prompt in acting. 

The products of the company is mainly living glass and furniture, and sale all kind of the raw material of float glass, sheet glass, patterned glass
mirrors and we can make cutting, grind, drilling, irregular, tempered, printed, acid and so on, the main of products have cabinets glass, glass door,
glass shelf, corner glass, glass teapot, dining table, coffee table and so on with a character of fashion and protecting the environment. We are
advanced in producing and treating hyper-thin tempered glass. With our high-quality products and perfect service, we have gained thousands of clients
´ trust. Our products mainly export to Germany, Italy , Holland, Denmark, Sweden and so on
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